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Welcome!

We’re now reaching the time of year when everyone starts to get ready for the tram season ahead.
The first events start to take place, fleets are readied
and new adverts appear. The weather is starting
to warm up (Hopefully!) and we make the transition from dark, gloomy winter nights to brighter and
more cheerful spring days.
Spring is always seen as a time for change
and ‘new starts’, and it’s very much in the air here
at Tramways Monthly HQ. We bid farewell to our
assistant editor Andrew Waddington this month,
who feels that he is unable to continue being a
part of the magazine due to a number of changes
in his personal circumstances. Andrew has been a
stirling part of the TM team since we started back in
2009, and has always got stuck in and been willing to lend a hand where needed. It is hard to sum
up Andrew’s contribution to the magazine in such
a short space, but I can assure you that he will be
sorely missed from the team, and we wish him luck
with whatever he goes on to do next!
It is with great pleasure, then, that I am able
to announce that Andrew Blood has agreed to
become our new assistant editor, who has already
ably taken over the reigns from where Andrew W
left off on numerous fronts and is settling into the
role extremely well! Many of you may already know
Andrew B - and indeed, we have been featuring a
number of his contributions over the past few editions - and he will no doubt become a familiar face
over the next few months.
So what’s inside this month’s (late) issue, then?
Well, as ever it’s packed to bursting with all of the
latest tramway and light rail happenings, and we
again continue to look at systems that have had
somewhat less coverage than others since we
started.
Highlights this month include a pictorial look at
each of the UK’s second generation tramways - including our first view of the Midland Metro system in
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

Traffic Notes
Birmingham - and a further feature on trams based
on the Isle of Man. There’s also a proposal for a new
tramway museum in Rugby, and we bring you up to
date with the latest views from Blackpool’s upgrade
works - it is now coming on apace and will hopefully
see the tramway operating to at least Cabin when
it re-opens at Easter - less than a month away.
This Easter weekend is looking set to be one of
the busiest Easter weekends ever in the tramway
events calendar - or it certainly since I’ve had an
interest! Heaton Park will be operating for three
days over the weekend, and will also be officially
launching Heaton Park 7 (formerly Blackpool replica Vanguard 619) into service on Easter Sunday.
Limited TDE opportunities will also be available,
as well as the first ever two-car service of red and
cream trams at the tramway since it has re-opened
- Blackpool Marton Box 31 operating over its final
weekend and the park ahead of a return to Beamish before the end of the month.
Meanwhile, Crich will be holding the first of
the year’s annual 1940s Weekends at the Museum,
which I am sure will be as popular as ever. Indeed,
if anyone is in the vicinity of the Museum please
do drop in for a bit as I’ll be conducting one of the
trams throughout Easter Sunday.
The Seaton Tramway also have events on over
the Easter weekend, and will be offering a ‘Driver’s
Eye Experience’ - the chance to drive your very
own little tram - on all four days of the weekend. We
reccommend you book in advance for this to avoid
disappointment!
Finally, although it isn’t specifically a tramway
event, ‘Rush Hour on the Railways’ will be taking
place over on the Isle of Man, and it is expected to
see special services and photographer’s specials on
the Isle of Man Steam Railway. Of more interest to
us, though, is also that on Easter Sunday the Snaefell
Mountain Railway will be used as part of the “Easter
Lunch at the newly refurbished summit restaurant”.
Full details of this event, and all of the others that
are taking place, can be found in our Events Diary
on page 33.
Before all that takes place, though, the next
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big tram event in sight is Beamish’s ‘Great North
Steam Fair’, from Thursday April 14th through to
Sunday April 17th inclusive. Whilst it isn’t specifically
a tram event, focussing more on all things steam,
Heaton Park’s Manchester 765 will be in attendance throughout the event, and will be its first use
of the year, following its break over winter in Rigby
Road depot at Blackpool. This will be operating
alongside Beamish’s home fleet, as well as fellow
Heaton Park resident Leeds 6, which is still on loan
to Beamish after originally being sent for last year’s
Power from the Past event, which took place at a
similar time of year to the GNSF. The event will also
see the re-launch into service of Newcastle 114,
which has been undergoing an overhaul over the
winter. unfortunately, though, Sunderland 101 will
now not be in operation at the end - see seperate
news story.
Finally, just a big thank you to everyone who
has already expressed interest in joining us on our
‘Last Weekend’ tram tours that were mentioned in
last month’s edition of the magazine. Places are
now filling up rather quickly and it’s pleasing to see
so much support being given for what is quite a
high-risk venture for us! We’re very excited about
these tours and are trying to plan the best trips we
possibly can, and we hope you are too! If you want
to join us, do book soon to avoid disappointment,
though we will try to accommodate everyone
who wants to ride! Details are still available on our
website at http://tramways-monthly.com/tramtours-2011.
Enjoy the magazine!

Jack Gordon

Jack Gordon - 13/04/11
editor@tramways-monthly.com
Front Cover Caption

The Nottingham Express Transit makes its cover debut
this month, with a photograph of Incentro 208, named
‘Dinah Minton’, at Hyson Green Market, on the 24th
January 2011. Ian Buck
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OAPs travel free!

The years since the free OAP concessionary passes were introduced
across England have not been good
ones for the Blackpool tramway.
With only passes from Lancashire
accepted on the trams, a mass exodus to the parallel Line 1 bus has occurred and the number of passengers
using the tramway has plummeted.
Line 1 buses have been increased,
the route extended to Fleetwood
and trams mothballed as no longer
needed.

Latest News
With the coming of the Supertrams there was a fear that they
would be running empty while the
bus continued to be the dominated
mode of prom transport, putting a
question mark against the validity of
the upgrade.
Thankfully, this possibility has also
occurred to Blackpool Council, who
have announced that, from Easter
2011, OAP passes from across England
will now be accepted on the trams.
Whilst this is great news and

is bound to lead to a resurgence in
the popularity of the tramway, some
restrictions do apply – with passes not
valid until after 9 30am or after 6pm
on Illumination Fridays, Saturdays and
Sundays and during the busy half term
week.
Sadly, with the tramway likely
to remain closed past Ash Street until
2012, the traditional Fleetwood Tuesday market day crowds, lost to the
Line 1 bus, are unlikely to return to the
tramway this year.

This decision obviously has short
and long term consequences. In
the short term it is hoped that 2011
will be a busier year than expected
and in the longer term it is a distinct
possibility that the Line 1 bus may be
withdrawn or re-routed, leaving the
tramway to be once again the dominant mode of transport along the
Promenade. AB

Details of FTS Convention released

Full details of the annual FTS Convention weekend over the May
Day Bank Holiday have now been revealed. With this year being
the 40th anniversary of the FTS it had been hoped to provide something special – however current limitations on the tramway have
not made this possible.
The weekend kicks off on the Friday with a welcome evening
and, sadly, the traditional depot tour on the Saturday has gone
– replaced by two bus tours in the daytime and evening, using
vehicles from the LTT fleet.
The Sunday will see a tour run using Twin set 672+682, making
its third consecutive appearance at the FTS Convention, running a
tour from 1130 to 1830, using as much of the track as is available.
Finally, on the Monday a visit to Birkenhead has been organised – with Liverpool 762 being the star attraction – unless Brush car
626 can be made available!
In order to compensate somewhat for the limitations imposed
during May, the FTS are also planning an additional weekend of
tours in August, followed by their annual illuminations tour in October and finally a last chance to ride Twin set 675+685 (plus others)
on the last night of the season.
All the events are open to both FTS and non-FTS members. AB
t Twin set 672+682 is now entering its final year of operation in Blackpool, prior to preservation at Crich Tramway Village. Following the
announcement of its Tramways Monthly-operated farewell tour last
month, it has now been confirmed as operating for the FTS during their
annual Convention wekend. The tram is pictured here at the former
layout at Norther Pier in October 2010, and will no doubt make many
more trips to this location over the course of the year. Andrew Blood
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Latest News

Wirral winds affect tram service
Wintry weather has once again caused
some disruption to one of the UK’s tramways,
with the Birkenhead tramway affected by
very strong winds during the month of February.
This caused the roof of the old stone
Police dock gate entrance building at
Woodside to collapse, taking with it some
sections of wall and copings.
Due to this the nearby road has had to
be closed for safety reasons, and the tram
service had to be cancelled on two successive weekends.

To resume a tram service, overhead
line engineer Peter Price was called upon to
install a temporary breaker in the section of
the overhead in front of the traffic lights, so
that trams can terminate there.
This work was carried out on February
24th, enabling trams to operate again at
weekends. The Woodside Ferry terminus is still
inaccessible however, and may remain so
for some time as the required work must be
overseen by English Heritage who cannot
attend to it at present. AW

724 stripped for door mods
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A Decade of Steam

The North Yorkshire
Moors Railway
is one of Britain’s
most travelled
steam railways, carryi
ng over 300,000
passengers a year.
The 18-miles of its
own railway from
Pickering to Grosm
ont, together with
the short section over
the National Rail
Network from Grosm
ont to Whitby,
provides challenges
for the locomotive
and outstanding views
for the passenger.
This programme charts
the steam
action on the railwa
y between 2000 and
2009, covering the
variety of locomotives
that have worked the
‘Moors’ line in that
time, together with
their history.
Filmed entirely over
the
period, the programme ten year
features both
resident and visitin
g engines with over
35 different steam
locomotives seen hard
at work. An inform
ed, but unobtrusive
commentary allows
the viewer to see and
hear the fleet in action
.
Locomotives feature
d within the
programme, includ
e Lambton tank No.
29, GWR Nos. 3440
City of Truro, 4277,
5164, 5224 and 6619.
SR Nos. 825,

30926 Repton, 32678
, 34028 Eddystone,
34081 92 Squadron
and 34101 Hartland.
LMS ‘Black 5s’ Nos.
44767 George
Stephenson, 45212,
45407 plus LNWR
‘Super D’ No. 49395
and S&D 7F No.
53809. LNER Nos.
60007 Sir Nigel
Gresley, 60009 Union
of South Africa,
60019 Bittern, 60163
Tornado, 60532
Blue Peter, 60800 Green
Arrow, 61264,
61994 The Great Marqu
ess, 62005,
63395, 65462, 65894
and 69624. BR
Standards Nos. 70013
Oliver Cromwell,
75014, 75029, 76079
and 80135. WD
No. 90775.

Charting the steam action on the NYMR
between 2000 and 2009, this 100 minute long
DVD programme features over 35 different
steam locomotives hard at work on the line.
The engines featured include: GWR 3440 City of Truro, 4277
and 6619. SR 825, 32678, 34028 Eddystone, 34081 92 Squadron
and 34101 Hartland. LMS 44767 George Stephenson, 45212,
45407, 49395 and 53809. LNER 60007 Sir Nigel Gresley, 60009
Union of South Africa, 60019 Bittern, 60163 Tornado, 60532 Blue
Peter, 60800 Green Arrow, 61264, 61994 The Great Marquess,
.rhpublishinOliver
62005, 63395 and 65462. BRwww70013
Cromwell, 75014,
g.co.uk
75029, 76079 and 90775. Running time: 100 minutes
Narration Switchable
Running Time: Appro
ximately 100

© Copyright Railway
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Decade of Steam

Over 35
locos featured
in 100 minutes

The programme also
has the ability to
turn the narration
off, leaving the viewer
to enjoy the pure sound
s of steam.

minutes

Herald Limited 2010

10 years
of steam
action

2000-2009

uk
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wagon 750 were left in the new wash bay
at the depot, duly becoming the first tram
to visit the southern terminus since Standard
147 left in September 2009.
Although it is not believed that 754
managed to enter the new depot, it was
pleasing to see a tram return to Starr Gate.
Work completed, 754 has recently
returned to its old home at Rigby Road for a
well earned rest! AB

NYMR
NYMR : A Decade
of Steam

Railway Herald

Trams might be confined to the depot in
Blackpool, but one tram has had a busy
year so far – Engineering car 754 has been
out and about at various sites over the winter
and has even spent a few weeks out in the
open.
Early January saw the tram at the
Tower renewing overhead, before it moved
to New South Promenade for work to commence on the overhead for the new depot.
As this took several weeks, 754 and reel

p Lisbon 730 is pictured having its trolley turned at the new temporary
terminus earlier this year. It is hoped that the trams will be able to return
to Woodside Ferry soon. Mike Mercer

www.rhpublishing.co.

754 returns home

this work, with 700 and 720 already completed, although 720 may return to the works as
its doors were sourced from a different supplier and are now none standard.
The work on 724 also adds weight to
the expectation that the modified Balloons
will run in 2011, as the loss of seven deckers
would be a severe blow to the fleet strength.
The work on 724 may also delay the
necessary work on the LTT’s 143 and 715,
both of which are due for attention but
which are in the queue behind the door
modifications. At this stage it is not known
when work will begin on either of them. AB

NYMR
A Decade of Steam

In a surprise move, a further double decker
has undergone preparations for centre door
modifications. Lyndene Hotel liveried 724
was noted today with panelling stripped
around its centre doors, indicating that it will
shortly move into the works for the porches
to be added.
This is unexpected as there are already
four deckers in the process of receiving this
work and it was expected that 724, along
with 711 and 719, would remain unaltered
until next winter.
However, it appears that the door mod
process is being stepped up and 724 now
joins sisters 707, 709, 713 and 718 in receiving

ON SALE NOW n New DVD release
The DVD can also be purchased from NYMR Mail Order on 01751 476559

Pickering n Levisham
n

Goathland n Grosmo

nt n Whitby

£14.95
post free

Railway Herald Publishing

Trade Enquiries Welcome
PO Box 252, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire. DN17 2WY
Tel: 01904 500175. Order by post, phone or online!
Also available to pre-order on the web at www.rhpublishing.co.uk Credit & Debit cards welcome. E&OE
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More Metrolink deliveries

Delivery of new M5000 trams for Metrolink is continuing – with
number 3028 being the latest arrival.
This brings the fleet of new trams to 27 as the pioneer car,
3001, has returned to its birth place in Vienna for repair to accident damage.
Currently trams 3002 – 3013 have been commissioned for
service and operate usually on the Eccles service, although they
have strayed onto the other routes from time to time.
The majority of the remainder are stored at the new tram
depot at Old Trafford awaiting commissioning and the opening
of the new routes to Oldham and Rochdale – the first phase of
which is due to be up and running this year. AB

Shortlist announced for London’s
new trams

167 on the move again

Britain’s most travelled tram is on the move
again with the news that Blackpool Pantograph Car 167 is due to visit Beamish Museum for their September event, which is being
dubbed ‘Riding for Pleasure – Circular Tour’.
Following their successful loan of Cardiff
131 last year, Crich have again agreed to
support an event at Beamish and, although
167 never operated on the genuine Circular Tour in Blackpool, its visit to Beamish will
be very welcomed; its appearance in the
restored town will surely evoke images of its
original haunts in 1920s Fleetwood.
This will be 167’s second visit to the

Latest News
North East, having previously been one of
the stars of the Gateshead Garden Festival
in 1990.
In total 167 has had twelve road journeys since being built, including three visits
back to its home rails in Blackpool and this
latest adventure will bring that total up to
fourteen!
The Riding for Pleasure event is due to
take place from September 1st – 4th and is
already shaping up to be one of the highlights of 2011 – who knows, maybe some
other preserved trams will join 167 and the
Beamish home fleet! AB

t has been announced that there are three bidders in the frame
to supply the new trams for London Tramlink, which will be used
to boost services between Therapia Road and Elmers End and
cope with increasing passenger numbers.
Mayor of London Boris Johnson has stated that City of Edinburgh/CAF, Stadler and Pesa.Holding are being invited to submit
detailed proposals for the new trams to enhance the current
rolling stock
It is anticipated that the new trams will be delivered this
year with an entry into service planned for early 2012. AB

Nottingham receives green light
for extensions

After the good news that Croydon is to get its new rolling stock,
further positive news has emerged from Nottingham, with the
long awaited announcement that extensions to the system have
been given the green light by the Government.
The initial line, designated Line One, will receive two extensions, taking it to Clifton and Chilwell - Lines Two and Three
respectively and collectively known as Phase 2.
Nottingham Express Transit will now move onto the next
stage in the funding process with the hope that the extensions
could be up and running by 2014. AB
u Blackpool ‘Pantograph’ 167 is seen here departing Rigby Road on
a Scott’s low loader after the Blackpool 125 celeberations last year,
and will soon be on the road again bound for Beamish. Andrew Blood
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Latest News

Heaton Park launch Depot Appeal
The Heaton Park tramway have launched an
appeal to help to pay for their new depot in
order to provide much needed additional
covered accommodation for their expanding fleet of trams.
Over the last few years the fleet has
been enhanced with the acquisition of
several Blackpool trams which are now in
storage: 623 and 702 in Manchester and 680
and 708 in Blackpool plus Leeds 6 which is
still at Beamish and so an extra depot is vital
if they are to be accommodated and run in
the park.
In addition it is hoped that Stockport 5
and others may visit the park in the future.
The new depot is intended to be the
first phase of accommodating these trams,

with space provided for three Blackpool
trams plus another two four wheelers.
When this becomes a reality the already innovative Heaton Park will become
even more interesting and it will offer scope
for even more exciting events in the future
as well as hopefully providing an expanded
service for the general public.
The appeal is termed ‘sponsor a foot’
with people invited to sponsor a square foot
of the new depot for £10 in return for a certificate and their name on a ‘foot chart’.
Details of how to donate are available
on the flyer opposite and on the MTMS website, and it is to be hoped that this appeal is
a success, as it is a very worthy cause. AB

q Blackpool ‘Balloon’ 708 is one of the trams that desperately requires depot accommodation at
Heaton Park. It has been stored out of service since November 2004 - although did have a brief
return as a snowplough in March 2006 - and is seen here operating at the Pleasure Beach in happier times: 7th August 1992. Andrew Blood

Manchester Transport Museum
Heaton Park
Manchester
M25 5SW
Registered as a Charity: Number 505601

Website
www.heatonparktramway.org.uk
Email
heatonparktramway@hotmail.co.uk
Tel
0161 740 1919 or 01282 436 802

In order to relieve the operating burden of our valuable historic tramcars and to
provide sufficient suitable vehicles to operate any future extensions, the MTMS has
acquired a number of tramcars. These, along with other trams from the Greater
Manchester area are currently in storage in various locations. All of these vehicles
ultimately need to move to Heaton Park, some will have to move by the end of 2011.
In order to do this, we need to put up additional covered depot accommodation in
which to house them. As a result we are currently in discussions with a number of
parties including Manchester City Council as to the location of this initial structure
which will be capable of housing 3 Blackpool trams and 2 4-wheel trams. We have set
an initial figure of at least £20,000 for the project which we hope to complete in 2011.
Therefore the 'sponsor a foot' appeal is now online. You can sponsor a square foot of
depot for just £10! Each sponsor receives a certificate and their name on the 'foot
chart' There is no limit to how many square feet you can sponsor - any surplus funds
will be used for moving trams and go towards the next phase.
You can help by sponsoring now, using paypal on the website.
Postal sponsor form are available on the website and in the museum.

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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Latest News

Blackpool prepares for Easter
With the countdown to Easter fast approaching, preparations on the Blackpool tramway
have intensified lately, with work on trams
and track continuing to ensure a service
can operate over the forthcoming holiday.
Testing of trams on the available track
between Foxhall and Pleasure Beach has
now begun, using the Illuminated Trawler
737, which has been woken early from its
winter hibernation, along with Brush car 630
and Balloon 719.
On the track front, the work around
North Pier is still uncompleted, although
great progress has been made, with the
new turnouts into Talbot Square completed.
Around the Metropole all track is now
laid and just awaits the top surface. Along
North Prom the track is all completed until
the curve at Gynn Square.
This area is currently the major focus
for the workmen, with all track excavated
down the incline into Gynn Square and
through the tram stop. Hopefully, this work
will be completed soon, allowing trams to
reach Cabin for Easter.
Further north, progress has been less
obvious, with several jobs still in the early
stages.
Bispham still resembles a builders yard,

although the first lengths of rail have recently
been laid to a revised layout. The main line
through the three track layout will now continue straight, rather than swerving to the
left with the centre track swerving to meet it
instead.
Excavations of old track are also continuing northwards from Anchorsholme crossing and southwards from Victoria Square in
Cleveleys – although it is obvious that work
here has still a long way to go.
In Fleetwood the Ferry area is now finished and has been provided with a longer
passing loop, which does not become single
line until after the curve into Pharos Street.
Meanwhile, work on the new stops
and shelters has also seen some progress.
In particular, that at Manchester Square will
look very different as the stop has moved!
New platforms and shelters have been
built further north, allowing cars leaving the
depot to access this stop and is an effective replacement for the Foxhall stop which
disappeared a few years ago.
Further shunting moves in the tram depot have seen 726 occupying a front position in the depot, although it is not expected
to see service this year. AB

The latest newsletter of the East Anglia Transport Museum reports that an unusual accident has resulted in significant damage to
their London HR2 tram 1858.
While travelling through the wooded
section of the tram line, the trolley rope became entangled in a tree branch, causing
the trolley to become severely buckled and
some damage to the roof.
It seems that tree branches and trams
have become enemies over the last year,
with Crich and Birkenhead also falling foul of

this obstacle!
Repairs are currently in hand on 1858
and plans are also in place for some significant overhaul work to other trams in the
collection. With such a small operating fleet,
working on trams for significant periods is
difficult but the addition of Sheffield 513 to
the operating fleet will allow much needed
overhaul work to take place on both Amsterdam 474 and Blackpool 159 and ensure
they continue to be maintained in excellent
condition in the future. AB

Tree branch strikes again!

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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p Brush 630 and Trawler 737 are pictured close to Foxhall whilst on preseason test runs in early March. Andrew Blood

Beamish Museum fleet update

Work is continuing to return two of Beamish’s fleet of trams to service
this year.
Newcastle 114 is receiving a heavy overhaul after over a decade of service and is to be repainted in a slightly amended version
of the black, yellow and cream fleet livery. Currently the tram has
been undercoated and is waiting for the top layers of new paint to
be applied.
Work is also progressing with the commissioning of the ex
Blackpool Balloon 703 (or Sunderland 101 if you prefer). Resident at
Beamish since September last year, it has yet to debut in passenger
service – mainly due to the incompatibility of its pantograph with the
Beamish overhead.
Following delivery of a new trolley pole, the roof is currently being strengthened to take the extra weight and tension of this. Once
this work is completed it is hoped that this high capacity tramcar
can finally prove its usefulness at Beamish. It was hoped to launch
both trams at the April ‘Great North Steam Fair’ event, which runs
from April 14th – 17th and which will also see Manchester 765 in operation, however the commitments to completing Newcastle 114 in
time have meant that the work will not be able to be completed on
Sunderland 101 for the event.
It is still hoped to have 101 in service at some point in the future,
especially as its high capacity will prove very useful at this popular
museum. AB/JG
Issue 25 - March 2011

Isle of Man update

As the tramways on the Isle of
Man begin preparing for another
operating season, news, both
good and bad, has emerged.
On the debit side, overhead line thieves, having previously targeted Blackpool and
the Black Country Museum,
have turned their attention to
the Manx Electric Railway, with
sections of overhead removed
from the Baldrine area, which
will hopefully not have an
adverse effect when services
resume on March 19th.
Over in Douglas, figures for
the famous horse tramway have
been released which show an
increase in passengers and revenue for 2010 but the trams still
made a loss of over £200 000.
Calls for the tramway to be
scrapped or relocated have remerged – something which has
been periodically happening for
over a hundred years!
Advocates of the proposals point out that if the tramway
was disposed of then, not only
would a significant burden on
the taxpayer be removed, but it
would also pave the way for an
extension of the electric services
to the Sea Terminal.
Opponents have argued
that the horse tramway is a

national treasure and should
be given protected status in
line with the cable cars of San
Francisco, as it is now unique in
the world.
Whilst the debate rages,
services on the horse tramway
are due to resume as usual in
mid May.
More positive news from
the island is that the future of under threat MER vehicles 23 and
26 is now more secure. The two
vehicles had been threatened
with eviction from the railway
and it was feared they could
be dumped outside and left to
the mercy of the weather and
vandals. However, the owner
of the cars has revealed that
they are to be transferred to the
mainland, to be housed at a railway museum. As both of these
vehicles are unique to the island,
their salvation is excellent news
and they will become the first
MER vehicles in England, since
the last trailers were delivered in
1930!
More events are also
planned this year, with the Enthusiasts event in July expected
to see the newly restored Tunnel
car 7, which has been out of
service and used as a works car
since 2002. AB
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Latest News
Metro and Urban Transit News

Tyne and Wear Metro re-opens to Tynemouth
Tyne and Wear Metro trains have returned to
Tynemouth, following a 23-day engineering
blockade of the line between Byker and the
coastal terminus.
The closure, which began on March 12,
was undertaken to allow vital modernisation
updates to take place, including the replacement of track and station upgrades.
The line re-opened to traffic at the start
of service on April 4th, with the first train leaving Tynemouth at 5.35AM, bound for Newcastle via Wallsend. The first train towards
the coast left Byker twenty minutes later at
5.56AM.
All stations between Byker and Tynemouth have now re-opened - including
Howdon, Meadow Well and Chillingham
Road - however some building work will
remain at these stations for around three
months.
North Shields Metro station has also
now completely re-opened, following an
initial period of operation with only one platform between the 4th and 7th April, due to
ongoing modernisation works.
Director of Rail and Infrastructure for
Nexus, Ken Mackay, said: “The rest of [North

Shields station] opened on Monday after
the major line closure ended, but we had
to keep the second platform closed a bit
longer for some extra work. I apologise for
any inconvenience this has caused.”
The work at North Shields Metro station,
used by two million passengers a year, is a
multi-million pound project.
The new station will have a bigger and
better concourse building, lifts to platforms
for the first time and an eye-catching new
look with ‘floating wave’ canopies above
platforms.
The current North Shields station building is in the process of being demolished by
Nexus contractors.
More than 14,000 passengers a day
use the line between Tynemouth and Byker.
Most of the route was first used as a railway
in 1838, making it one of oldest commuter
lines in the world.
Nexus has invested almost £40m in
modernising Metro in the last 12 months, and
is currently carrying out the comprehensive
modernisation of the line between Byker
and Tynemouth as part of the £385m Metro
all change programme. JG

International News

New trams enter service in Prague
The first of the next generation low floor
trams has now entered service in the Czech
capital Prague.
Designated the 15T class and built by
Skoda, these impressive new vehicles have
been seen around the city on test since last
year but have only just started carrying passengers, operating initially on Route 18 which
runs from Petriny to Vozovna Pankrac.
9

It is envisaged that there will be 250 of
these vehicles produced over the next few
years and that their introduction will see the
withdrawal of virtually all of the historic T3
class, a type of tram which has been synonymous with Prague since the 1960s.
Only those T3s that have been rebuilt to
feature a low floor centre section are expected to survive this purge. AB
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Blackpool Trackwork Update
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MER 23 & 26 - The Wasted Assets of the Manx Electric

In 1977, I had the pleasure of working with a party of
traction fans from the Electric Railroaders Association in setting up photo stops for a railtour they were
running. It was a great day with great guys and a
comment I will always remember was ‘If we had this
in the States you’d need to beat the people back
with sticks.’ The American traction fans recognised
that the MER was a world-class pioneer interurban
electric railroad.
US Interurbans often operated freight and
parcels services, so were much more diverse than
the typical British tramway. In 1900 the Isle of Man
Tramways & Electric Power Co took a big step
down the interurban road with a steeple cab bogie
electric loco No 23. It was wrecked in 1914 and lay
out of use until 1925 when the MER engineers, Eddie
Barnes, rebuilt in on a longer chassis.
My mother, Elaine, was distantly related to Eddie Barnes through her Auntie Pru. The Barnes had a
daughter who was the same age as Elaine, and the
girls would visit one another alternate weekends.
Eddie offered to show the girls round Derby Castle
works, and Elaine was always curious, so saw No 23
during the rebuild.
Used intensively to move stone from the Dhoon
quarry and during World War Two, No 23 last ran in
freight service in 1944. By 1978, the MER Board was
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under pressure from the Treasury to get rid of surplus
assets. No 23 was one of those assets
The second asset was MER freight car No 26. It
was one of four economy saloons built in 1895. The
drivers’ compartments were glazed but the passenger section was unglazed. Passengers detested
them, and by 1902 they were only used as a last
resort. In 1903 one was rebuilt as a motor cattle car,
and in 1904 another became a parcels motor with
the window apertures boarded over and double
freight doors cut in the sides. Later on the remaining
two cars were similarly modified but demotored, so
became parcels trailers.
No 26 was kept in Laxey car shed where it
became a linesman’ store, but by 1978 both cars
were under threat. In a previous article I explained
how I was ‘volunteered’ to negotiate with Bill Jackson to save them. Bill was an easy guy to talk with
and in ten minutes we had a deal, which is quite a
contrast with today, when twenty months elapse
with progress that could truthfully be written on a
pinhead. A few months later the idea of an electric
railway museum at Ramsey had been agreed and
a cavalcade planned for Laxey in 1979.
23 and 26 would be the stars, and that is what
happened. For 1983, No 23 borrowed the power
trucks from an MER passenger car, as had happened in its working career. I had never seen 23 run,
so it was a thrill, but my mother who had seen the
engine being built was also enchanted as it was a
link with her teen years! No 23 ran again in 1984, but
by 1991, Bill Jackson had retired, and the museum,
23 and 26 were all out of favour. Unwanted assets.
Instead of running No 23 as happened in
1983, with 400 visitors flocking to the Island to see it,
this unique vehicle was pushed to the back of the
depot. I regularly met the railways management.
As often as I could, I suggested that 23 run again,
given the proven ability to attract visitors. The old
IOM Railway Society was replaced by a new Isle of
Man Railway & Tramway Preservation Society Ltd
in 1994, to give members the protection of limited
11

by Robert Hendry

liability status.
No 23, and No 26 just languished. If you have
a unique asset with proven ability to attract crowds,
you make use of it. So IOM Railways ignored it, costing the Manx economy thousands of visitors and
millions of pounds. As they also neglected their car
fleet so that ten power cars were little more than
junk by 2010, perhaps this is not surprising, as the attitude seemed to become, “who cares”. Well, I do.
In 2009, IOM Railways asked the society to
extend the loco hire agreement over steam locomotive No 8 Fenella and sent us an agreement
drawn up by the IOM Attorney General. We signed
it and returned it to them, and on 1 April 2009 the
Department signed it. Then, they just sat on it. A
few months later a new Director of Transport was
appointed, and he decided to dump a signed
agreement. It was only in April 2010 we found it had
p Steeple cab locomotive no. 23 is seen inside one of
the MER depot in happier times, still with its bogies and
in an operational state. Robert Hendry
t Freight car 26 is also seen in amongst other cars
of the Manx Electric Railway in one of the system’s
depots. The tram was converted from a passenger car,
and lasted for only two years as such. Robert Hendry
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actually been sign.
If you and I sign a contract, then you have a
right to expect me to stick to it, and if I try to wriggle out of it, then that is pretty dubious, even as a
private individual. When a Government department tries to wriggle out of a signed contract that
was prepared by its own Attorney General, that is a
disgrace. I felt it was wrong.
We said so, and thereafter the rest of our stock
became counters in a game to pressure us into
accepting a new and totally unfair agreement
over No 8. We suggested that if we had a difference over No 8, that did not mean we could not sit
down in a civilised way and find a deal that would
benefit the Island over No 23 and No 26. That
would benefit the Island and the Railway, so could
not be right!
The Department’s answer came on 25 January 2011, with a demand that the IOMR&TPS remove all its stock from the railway by early March. If
this impossible deadline were not met, MER 23 and
MER 26 would be dumped on the lineside at Dhoon
Sidings. It was clear from the letter that the Department realised that they would be at the mercy of
vandals and thieves, but the Department could not
care less.
In fact it seems that the risk is a bonus in forcing the society into accepting its outrageous demands. We care about the railway and its heritage,
sand as they do not, they have an advantage.
Most of the people who care about the MER
are not Manx. The Island is merely the place where
the MER happens to be. I am Manx although I live
most of the year in England. I can trace my Manx
ancestry back more than 600 years.
Every sensible enthusiast will deplore the behaviour of the Railways Management in the threat
they pose to a unique asset that has been wilfully
ignored for more than twenty years. To me, there is
a further issue. We ought to be able to trust government, for trust is the basis of democracy.
A government department that goes back on
its word cannot be trusted. A government department that uses historic rolling stock as counter in
http://www.tramways-monthly.com

what can only be called a game of blackmail is
disreputable. I have said this to the Island’s Chief
Minister, for this can only bring the name of the
Island and of its government into disrepute.
So far there has been no serious response. To
those of you who are not Manx, which is the great
majority, if the Island government behaves as if was
a banana republic, then you may so “so what”. It
matters to me, just as No 23 and No 26 matter. One
of the sister cars to No 26 finished its days as a broken backed wreck at Dhoon Sidings. This seemingly
is what the department hopes to see in the future.
I was ‘volunteered’ to negotiate to save No
23 and No 26 in 1978. I did not think that I would
be pitch forked into a desperate fight to do the
same thirty-three years later. If we are to save these
vehicles I need your help, it is as simple as that. I
want as many people as possible to express their
outrage to the IOM chief minister, who can be
emailed at chief.minister@cso.gov.im
2011 is General Election year in the Island,
so write to IOM Newspapers, Peel Road, Douglas,
IOM, suggesting that existing MHKs and the candidates who will be standing at the election, make
their position clear NOW. Honourable government
must restored to the Isle of Man. Members and future members have that chance and duty after the
election, but that will be too late for No 23. In July,
I intend to present a Petition of Redress of Grievance at the open air Tynwald Ceremony, seeking
a Select Committee to investigate the behaviour of
the administration.
Since this article was written, a new home has
now been found for the trams in question - albeit
on mainland England rather than on the Isle of
Man. The trams were expected to move during
early March, however no more has been heard
on this at the time of publication. Hopefully these
two pieces of Manx history will now have a much
safer future ahead of them, and we look forward
to hearing more about the news of these tramcars
once they are successfully re-located and - perhaps - on public display once more. JG
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pp As built, locomotive 23 was much more alike to various other steeple cab locomotives that were in existence,
and bears a resemblance to the four-wheeled version
now preserved at Crich. This view shows the tram in its
original form near the start of the 20th Century. Robert
Hendry
p Despite being out of favour and sat idle for many years,
no 26 did run on a handful of occasions in the late 1970s
and early 19802 - this was one of them. Robert Hendry
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MER 23 and the Rugby Tramway
by Robert Hendry

The Buildings genuinely existed in Clifton Road,
Rugby, and are on the opposite side of the road to
where I live. The tramway was authorised but greed
and avarice by the local politicians, who were not
content if they did not screw the promoters to the
floor resulted in the R&DLR becoming one of those
fascinating ‘might-have-beens’ of the tramway
world.
The model of the Rugby & District Light Railway
car, pictured right, was built for an open day at Rugby depot in 1986, and my father and I produced a
pamphlet about the proposed tramway in Rugby.
We printed more than we thought we would need,
but by lunch time it had sold out.
In 2009, I found out just how Pritchard Green &
Co must have felt a century earlier. The Isle of Man
Railway & Tramway Preservation Society had saved
No 8 Fenella when it might have been broken up,
and rebuilt the boiler at a cost of £35,000. Before
the boiler went into the Society engine, it as loaned
free of charge to the Railways Department of the
IOM Department pf Tourism for use in No 1 Sutherland which was celebrating its 125th anniversary.
Due to motive power problems on the railway
the society willingly extended a three year agreement to four and then five years before the engine
went into the Society’s own engine. In 2009 the Railways asked for a further ten year usage period, and
the society agreed, signing an agreement drawn
up by the IOM Attorney-General in February 2009.
The agreement was signed by the Department on
1 April 2009. Then they forgot about returning one
copy to the society.
A new director of transport, Mr Ian Longworth was appointed, and he did not like what the
Department had agreed so decided to go back
on a signed agreement. Later on, one-sided and
unreasonable terms were offered to the society and
repeated threats were made that the society might
have to remove the rest of its preserved stock from
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the government-owned railways. On 25
January the department ordered the Society to remove all its stock, but says that
an unfair agreement in lieu of a signed
agreement over No 8 is on the table.
On 27 January the Society offered
free 10-year usage agreements re No 23
and No 26 but the Department rejected
this and remained adamant that they
would be dumped on the lineside at
Dhoon in early March, where they would
fall prey to vandals. I think I now know
how the campaigners who fought to save
the Doric Arch at Euston Station must
have felt when confronted by Philistines.
Unless the unique MER loco No 23, which is the
only interurban bogie electric freight loco to run
in the British Isles is to be abandoned to freelance
rather than official vandals we have to find a home
for this wonderful vehicle. The same applies to
freight car No 26.
We need your help, as we do not yet have any
home for either vehicle. One option is an existing
tramway in the UK, and we will be happy to discuss
generous long term arrangements with any museum that can help out. As neither vehicle has power
trucks they would need power trucks so gauge is
not important. Standard Gauge is just as viable as
narrow gauge.
Another option does occur to me. The north
of England is well covered with operating tramway
museums at Birkenhead, Manchester, Beamish and
Crich. There is the Black Country Museum but if you
travel east, it is Carlton Colville, or if you head south
Seaton. There is a vast area devoid of a worming
tramway.
I live in Rugby, which is on the West Coast Main
line and within five miles of the M1/M6 junction
and the A14. Transport connections are first class. A
tramway museum located in this area would have
excellent access. It is near several large towns at
cities, so had good visitor potential, and there are
13
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numerous abandoned railway lines radiating out
from Rugby.
Mr Longworth proposes to dump MER 23 and
MER 26. Rather than seeing this as a disaster, we
could make this the springboard to creating a new
tramway museum in a tram desert. Many preserved
cars started life as henhouses. We have two remarkable cars with excellent bodywork. All we need
are the trucks and a tramway. Other people have
done it.
So, this is my message to the Tramway Community. I have campaigned for more than twenty
years to see 23 and 26 used sensibly in the Isle of
Man. I have met twenty years of official obstructionism. I had a deal whereby 23 would be the star
exhibit at the big model railway show at the NEC in
2000. I needed support from the IOM. I got obstruction, so a first class marketing opportunity was
trashed.
If the Island is determined to dump two of
its star MER vehicles on the lineside for vandals to
trash, let us take them to where they can be appreciated. Let us see them run. We offered a 10 year
deal to the department where they stand to make
money and get the credit and we stand to get
nothing, but like the clever council in Rugby who
were too greedy and lost a tramway, that was not
enough for IOM Railways.
Issue 25 - March 2011

Pictorial

By Ian
Buck

u First generation car 1009 is seen on the newest stretch of Metrolink, the short line to MediaCityUK, which branches off the Eccles route
and is now the headquarters of the BBC in the
North.
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pt 1010 stands at the Bury terminus, which has now enjoyed Metrolink services
for almost twenty years.
p At the other extreme of the current network at Altrincham, car 1019 prepares
for a full length run back to Bury.
t Second generation car 2005 arrives in the Piccadilly undercroft, which links
with the mainline railway station above. New station signs in the new corporate
yellow colour scheme are now in place throughout the network and an example
can be seen to the left of the tram.
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p The Eccles terminus is the setting for this view of 3009, one of the new batch
of trams purchased to work the expanded network, which will ultimately see
trams reach Rochdale and Oldham in the near future.
Inset: 3010 is an example of the newly introduced third generation trams,
which predominately work on the Eccles line. Here it stands at MediaCityUK,
during one of the periods this branch was fully open, before it started to experience teething troubles and frequent closures due to signalling difficulties.
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p Sheffield Supertram 122 stands at the Halfway terminus, clearly showing the current, and
colourful fleet livery, which is the third style to have been carried since the systems inception.
t 120 proudly displays its heritage blue and cream livery, painted last year to commemorate
50 years since the closure of the original tram system. It is crossing the bow string bridge which
carries the Supertram tracks away from the city centre and towards park Junction, where lines
diverge to either Meadowhall, Halfway or Herdings Park.
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pt 120 is seen again, this time at the Herdings
Park terminus of the purple route.
p Malin Bridge is the terminus of the blue route
and here car 124 awaits its departure time before embarking on a journey through the city
centre and to Halfway.
t Car 109 stands at the Middlewood terminus
of the yellow route, where an efficient bus link
and park and ride facilities are located.
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p Meadowhall, with its large indoor shopping complex, is a very popular location on the
Supertram network. The terminus of the yellow route has a two track layout separated by a
loading platform, here occupied by 110 and 111, the latter as the only Supertram to currently
feature an all over advert.
Inset: One of the benefits of all the second generation systems is the links they make with the
national rail network, with every system having a stop in close proximity to a major railway station. Here car 120 pauses at Sheffield Station on a purple route working to Herdings Park.
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p Numerically, the first of Nottingham’s Incentro trams, car 201, passes Radford Road on a working to the main railway station, shown on destination blinds as Station Street.
t Passing Nottingham Trent University, is car 213 bound for Phoenix Park, which forms a short
branch line off the main route to Hucknall.
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p Car 213 swings round a curve by The Forest and nears the end of its
journey to Station Street.
pu Many of Nottingham’s trams carry advertisements to varying degrees. Here car 210 shows off its banner adverts above the windows and
overall advert covering the centre module whilst standing at the Hucknall terminus.
u More noticeable advertising has been applied here, although at least
it is self promotion, extolling the virtues of using the Nottingham tram
network. Car 211 passes the Lace Market stop.
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t Old Market Square in the heart of the city centre forms the setting for
this view of car 202 passing 203.
qt 204 stands at the Lace Market with a service to Phoenix Park.
Without excessive adverts, the dignified black, green and silver livery is
shown to its full effect
q Another view at the Lace Market, with multi-coloured car 211 bound
for Station Street.
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p Midland Metro 14 stands
at the terminus of the network at Wolverhampton St.
Georges, where a twin track
layout exists, although only
the right hand side one is in
normal every day use.

u The other terminus is currently at Birmingham Snow Hill, where this view of 08 has
been taken. However, the network is set to expand, with an extension to Birmingham New Street approved and under construction, which will take trams onto the
streets of Birmingham for the first time since 1953.
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p Whilst the majority of the trams are currently in their original livery of
yellow, purple and red, recent repaints have adopted a silver and pink
style, as displayed by car 10, which is seen near the Priestfields stop.
Inset: Car 06 pauses at The Hawthorns on its way to Birmingham Snow
Hill. The majority of the track on Midland Metro consists of segregated
former railway, although when entering Wolverhampton it reverts to
more orthodox street running.
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p Croydon Tramlink car 2550 stands at the New Addington terminus, clearly showing the lime green, blue and white livery
which replaced the original, London Transport inspired, red and white colour scheme originally adopted.
q Car 2531 leaves the hub of the system at East Croydon, where a three track layout exists, bound for Elmers End.
qu Seen at the Elmers End terminus is car 2541 about to depart for West Croydon. The high fleet numbers of the Tramlink
vehicles is explained by the fact that they are number sequentially from the first generation of London trams.
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tp Bound for Wimbledon and its useful connection to the Underground network is car 2545,
which is passing the stop at Church Street
p East Croydon is the setting for this view of cars 2534 and 2550 passing each other on two of the
available three tracks. Direct access to mainline railway services into Central London is possible
from this busy stop.
t Car 2540 stands at the Reeve’s Corner stop, where a loop branches off the main line to serve
West Croydon and the Centrale shopping area.
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p Beckenham Junction is one of the termini of the system and is the setting for this view of car 2551.
Inset: Car 2550 stands at the Wimbledon terminus, where passengers
have to simply cross the platform for access to the District line of the
Underground.
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A trip to the

by Jack Gordon

Back in October 2010, I spent a week in London undertaking some work experience in the ‘Brand Republic’ division of Haymarket Publishing. Whilst there,
I couldn’t resist seizing the opportunity to make a trip to the London Transport
Museum at Covent Garden - my first for many years and second since its refurbishment - and, as luck would have it, there were also a number of guided
tours taking place at the Museum Depot over at Acton Town during my visit. I’d
been wanting to visit Acton Depot for a very long time, but none of my previous
trips back down south (I only found out about the place after I had moved to
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Derbyshire) co-incided with an Open Day at the Depot, and so I was extremely
pleased to see this completely unexpected opportunity appear! This pictorial
is basically just a collection of photographs taken at the two locations on the
29th and 30th October 2010, and is a ‘warm-up’ for a number of London-related
features we will be featuring over the next few months in the run up to the 60th
Anniversary since the closure of the London system in 2012. I’ve tried to keep
them largely tramway-focussed but, as ever, a few other photographs that may
be of interest to readers have slipped through the net. Enjoy!
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Events Diary
14th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
the event whilst Newcastle 114 should be
available for service
after a mid-life refresh
and repaint.

15th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of

the event whilst Newcastle 114 should be
available for service
after a mid-life refresh
and repaint.

16th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
the event whilst Newcastle 114 should be
available for service
after a mid-life refresh
and repaint.

East Anglian Transport Museum

Classic & Vintage
Weekend: The chance
to see a huge variety
of fascinating historic
vehicles sure to delight
the old and young alike.

Back Cover Caption

As has already been seen, there are now
only two full size tram exhibits in the London
Transport Museum at Covent Garden - London
Tramways Company horse car 284, of 1881
and, seen here, West Ham 102, of 1910. To the
left of the tram is a 1911-built LGOC ‘B-type’
motor bus and a 1936 Austin Low Loader taxi.
To the rear of the tram is a 1939 K2-class trolleybus. Together, these exhibits create the “On
The Surface 1900-45” display, on the ground
floor. Jack Gordon
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Anyone who owns a vintage or classic vehicle is
welcome to come along
and take part - contact
the Museum for details.
FREE vintage bus services
will operate from central
Lowestoft every 30 minutes and from Beccles
hourly throughout the
event. Open 1300-1700

17th April 2011
Beamish Museum

Great North Steam Fair:
Relive the golden days
of steam with visiting
locomotives in steam
at the Beamish Railway
Station and Colliery and
much more vintage
transport activity around
the site. As far as trams
are concerned Heaton
Park’s Manchester 765
is due to be visiting
Beamish at the time of
the event whilst Newcastle 114 should be
available for service
after a mid-life refresh
and repaint.

East Anglian Transport Museum

Magazine Information

Classic & Vintage
Weekend: The chance
to see a huge variety
of fascinating historic
vehicles sure to delight
the old and young alike.
Anyone who owns a vintage or classic vehicle is
welcome to come along
and take part - contact
the Museum for details.
FREE vintage bus services
will operate from central
Lowestoft every 30 minutes and from Beccles
hourly throughout the
event. Open 1100-1700
on Sunday.

22nd April 2011
Seaton Tramway

Driver’s Eye Experience:
Ever thought you would
like to be a tram driver?
Now is your chance.
Together with one of
Seaton’s driving instructors you can drive a tram
from Colyton to Colyford
and return for just £20
per person, including
a souvenir certificate.
Guest passengers £5
each. Book to avoid
disappointment.

Advertising in Tramways Monthly
We welcome advertisements
from any industry, business or
organisation connected in some
way, shape or form with the
tramway movement. Price plans
and options can be discussed
with our advertising manager.
Please email advertising@
tramways-monthly.com for further information. Discounts can
be offered on advertising plans
covering a longer period and
advertisements do not need to

23rd April 2011
Heaton Park Tramway

Easter Weekend: The
Heaton Park tramway
will be in operation for
three days over the 2011
Easter weekend.

Isle of Man

Rush Hour on the Railways: An event concentrating on the Isle
of Man Steam Railway
with special services and
photographers specials.
For the tram enthusiast
on Sunday 24th April
the Snaefell Mountain
Railway will be used as
part of the “Easter Lunch
at the newly refurbished
summit restaurant”.

Seaton Tramway

Driver’s Eye Experience:
Ever thought you would
like to be a tram driver?
Now is your chance.
Together with one of
Seaton’s driving instructors you can drive a tram
from Colyton to Colyford
and return for just £20

appear in consecutive issues.
We also offer advertising opportunities on our website - please
contact us for more information.
Reading the magazine
Tramways Monthly would like
to advise all readers to view
the magazine using the very
latest version of Adobe Acrobat
Reader (AAR). This software is
available to be downloaded
free of charge from http://www.
adobe.com. If you are viewing
this PDF on a corporate sys-
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per person, including
a souvenir certificate.
Guest passengers £5
each. Book to avoid
disappointment.

24th April 2011
Heaton Park Tramway

Easter Weekend: The official launch into service
of Heaton Park 7 will take
place over the Easter
weekend, featuring a
limited TDE on 7 and
the first two-car red and
cream tram service ever!

Isle of Man

Rush Hour on the Railways: An event concentrating on the Isle
of Man Steam Railway
with special services and
photographers specials.
For the tram enthusiast
on Sunday 24th April
the Snaefell Mountain
Railway will be used as
part of the “Easter Lunch
at the newly refurbished
summit restaurant”.

Seaton Tramway

tem, you should contact your
administrator for details about
upgrading to the latest version
of Acrobat Reader. We do not
guarantee that the document
will view correctly on any other
software.
Copying, printing and distribution
The content, design and style
of this PDF file, referred to as
‘this issue of Tramways Monthly
magazine’ is protected by copyright. All photographs remain

Driver’s Eye Experience: Ever thought
you would like to be a
tram driver? Now is your
chance. Together with
one of Seaton’s driving
instructors you can drive
a tram from Colyton to
Colyford and return for
just £20 per person, including a souvenir certificate. Guest passengers
£5 each. Book to avoid
disappointment.
Also see Cosmo the
Clown at Colyton Station
between 1100 and 1500
and Josie who will be
face painting on the
platform.

Crich Tramway Village

Easter 1940s Weekend:
Back to the war years
with military vehicles,
soldiers and civilians. All
guests handed an ID
card and ration book on
arrival to prevent spies.
See the trams ready for
war with street re-enactments throughout the
day. Premier Event.

the copyright property of the
stated photographer. Readers
are permitted to print copies for
their own reading or to provide
to friends/colleagues. But being
a complimentary magazine,
Tramways Monthly must not be
sold by any means, printed or
electronic. All our back issues
are freely available from http://
www.tramways-monthly.com
and our PDF files may be passed
onto interested parties, at no
charge, in either a printed or
electronic format.
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Editor Jack Gordon brings you a multitude of tramway miscellany as the pole is
swung and the seats are turned. Until next time!

STOP PRESS!

All Change!

Manchester
765 leaves
Blackpool
for Beamish!

Newcastle 114 also out of GNSF
Website of the Month

This month’s ‘Website of the Month’ is
a fairly new enthusiasts’ website that is
dedicated to the Blackpool tramway and
everything about it!
The website, which is called “Blackpool Tram Stop”, can be found at http://
blackpooltram.webs.com. and contains
much of the latest news to do with the
Blackpool tramway.
Of note are a number of different
gallies of tram photographs, as well as ‘gen
diaries’ from the websites author from years
gone by.
There’s also an up-to-date tramway
fleetlist, as well as a page for all of the lathttp://www.tramways-monthly.com

est gen and a ‘guestbook’ page for you to
leave your comments.
Readers may also be interested to know
that last month’s “Website of the Month”,
“Trams Stop Here!”, responded with a very
favourable write-up of the magazine and
its content and quality. We would like to
express our thanks to the site’s author for
the write up, and if you wish to read it
then you can still do so by visiting http://
tramsstophere.wordpress.com/2011/04/07/
exciting-recognition-from-the-u-k/
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Just as this edition of Tramways
Monthly was closing for press,
two major snippets of information
reached our news desk that we
felt were too important to leave
out. Both concern the Great North
Steam Fair that is taking place
over the forthcoming weekend at
Beamish.
First of all, and most signifcantly, is that Manchester 765
departed a very wet Blackpool
on Monday 11th April for the
North East, becoming the second
tram to leave Blackpool this year.
The tram had spent the winter in

Blackpool, and was given a good
clean and commission upon arrival at Beamish. Full photographs
of the move will be in the next
edition of the magazine.
The second item of news
concerns Newcastle 114, which
has now, unfortunately, also
been ruled out of the Great North
Steam Fair due to a delay in the
return of the overhauled motor
from the contractors. The tram
may be able to be viewed during
the event, and it is now expected
to re-launch the tram into service
over the Easter Weekend.
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Next Time...

Trams in Moscow

Andrew Blood

In the first of a series of pictorials from across Europe and the rest of the world,
we head to Moscow, Russia next month, a somewhat typical example of many
former-Soviety Union systems. Although many of the tourist haunts are no longer
served, and the system having contracted from the city centre, it is still a very
interesting-if dilapidated - system, that should provide plenty of interest for the
tramway enthusiast.

As you will have already seen in this issue, the Beamish Great North Steam Fair is
due to kick off just as this issue is closing for press, and we’ll have full coverage of
all of the trams to take part in the event - as well as possibly a little bit more! - next
time round. Don’t miss it!

Beamish Museum

Manchester 765 and the Beamish
Great North Steam Fair

Only in ‘Tra mways Monthly’ Issue 26 - Out Soon!

http://www.tramways-monthly.com
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